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Scalability: Increase content delivery  
while controlling costs

READ > WATCH > SHARE >>> intel.com/go/commsinfrastructure

Consolidating communications workloads on Intel® architecture 
can help you meet growing network traffic demands with the 
added benefits of faster, lower cost development.

Running multiple applications on a single piece of equipment 
increases system functionality. Reducing the number of boards  
to build, inventory, maintain and support will help you cut 
operating costs.

Going forward, adding processor cores lets you scale performance 
while meeting cost and performance targets, without impacting 
your code base. 

The explosion of content and services on billions of smart connected 
devices is driving exponential growth in network traffic, processing 
workloads and infrastructure costs. Mobile consumers want rich 
content delivered anytime/anywhere, and growing demand is 
forcing service providers to scrutinize capital expenditures (CapEx). 
At the same time, infrastructure energy costs are driving operating 
expenses (OpEx) higher.

CHALLENGE

How to meet 
growing demand 
for rich mobile 
content without 
escalating CapEx 
and OpEx?

>>>

SOLUTION

Consolidate 
workloads to 
gain efficiencies 
and cut costs.

>>>

13 separate processing 
elements can now be  
consolidated onto a single 
board powered by an  
Intel® Xeon® processor.

EMBEDDED WITH INNOVATION: Workload Consolidation

Mobile video alone 
will see a 108 percent 
compound annual growth 
rate through 2014.  
(Source: Cisco*, 2010)  
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Beyond bandwidth: More ways to reduce costs
Intel architecture has even more compelling benefits. The unified code base provides new opportunities 
for software reuse. And the widely used software development tools for Intel architecture are very 
familiar to most programmers.

It all adds up to fast and cost-effective software development, since a single team of programmers 
can work on any system function.

Consolidating on a single platform architecture can help you save money in other ways, including 
faster personnel training, lower license fees and simplified platform integration and validation. And 
Intel architecture lets you choose from commercial off-the-shelf boards from the Intel® Embedded 
Alliance ecosystem.

Start saving money now, while you prepare for the growing demands of tomorrow’s networks. Intel 
architecture delivers the processing headroom you need to deliver new value-added services to billions  
of connected devices. 

 WATCH >  4-to-1 Communications Workload Consolidation
 Intel architecture consolidates workloads on a single architecture enabling communications systems for  
 applications, services, control plane processing, and packet processing. http://edc.intel.com/go/3361

 WATCH >  Intel Service Edge Animation
 Intel architecture provides a flexible, scalable service edge solution meeting the challenges of   
 tomorrow’s interconnectivity today, reducing CapEx and OpEx, increasing revenue potential. 
 http://edc.intel.com/go/4744

 READ >  Consolidating Communications and Networking Workloads onto one Architecture
 An effective approach for reducing CapEx and OpEx. Intel architecture offers scalable platform   
 choices for consolidating workloads on a single architecture that dramatically reduces development  
 effort, power consumption and time to market. http://edc.intel.com/go/3777 

 READ >  Consolidating Enterprise Routing and Network Services on Intel Architecture
 Service-rich software routing on a single architecture—Intel architecture delivers more flexibility,   
 greater scalability and lower overall cost than purpose-built routers and appliances.  
 http://edc.intel.com/go/4988

BENEFITS

The scalable 
performance of  
Intel® Xeon® 
processors helps 
you keep pace 
with network 
traffic growth. 

>>>

Explore the advantages of consolidating network workloads onto a single architecture. For videos, reference  
designs, white papers and briefs on Communications Infrastructure, visit intel.com/go/commsinfrastructure
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Scalable performance to meet rising demand 
The need for higher levels of data plane performance cuts across many communications and 
networking equipment types, including wireless base stations (BTS), radio network controllers (RNC), 
routers and switches, security appliances and streaming appliances. Intel® Xeon® processors deliver the 
scalable performance needed to handle the surge in new services and content.    

Traditional designs have multiple processor architectures
In traditional designs, a single network device such as a radio network controller or a wireless base 
station requires multiple processing architectures to handle unique workloads.

Look under the hood and you find general-purpose processors for application and control plane 
processing, network processors for packet processing and an alphabet soup of dedicated chips for 
signal processing. Just one base station can have boards with CPUs, NPUs, DSPs, FGPAs, ASICs and 
ASSPs, each requiring its own firmware and software.

Intel® architecture enables 4:1 workload consolidation
Intel’s scalable family of code-compatible Intel® Xeon® processors has the flexibility to meet top-to-bottom  
performance requirements of network equipment. So now you can consolidate applications and services 
processing, control plane processing, packet processing and signal processing. And you can do it all on a 
single scalable architecture that’s adaptable to a broad range of products. 
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• One instruction set 
 architecture

• One tool suite

• Multiple opportunities

The Comms 
Infrastructure  
4:1 framework 
enables an Intel® 
processor-based 
platform to 
simultaneously 
execute four 
workloads.

>>>
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Intel will help  
meet growing 
bandwidth  
demand with 
throughput  
of 50 million 
packets per  
second (Mpps).     

>>>

Ramping up performance 

Vyatta* software running on an  
Intel® Xeon® processor C5500 series  
enables 20 Gbps bidirectional and  
forwarding of over 3 million packets  
per second (Mpps).

The Enhanced Development Suite 
6WINDGATE* Layer 2-7 packet   
processing solution for Intel® Xeon®  
processors delivers throughput of  
24.6 million packets per second 
(Mpps).

 Wind River* Multi-Core Network 
 Acceleration on an Intel® Xeon® 
 processor C5500 series has achieved
18 million (64-byte) packets per  
 second (Mpps).

15 automated operating states in  
the quad-core Intel® Xeon®  processor    
 L5518 adjust system power based  
on workload without sacrificing 
performance.

“Intel’s new generation of multi-core CPUs…achieves our 
goal of one common board for all control, data, media and 
applications, so that the next generation of ZTE wireless 
equipment will have more flexible configurations, better 
performance and be more competitive in the market.”

  Xie DaXiong, 
Corporate Executive Vice President,  
Chief Technology Officer, ZTE Corporation*
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~50 Mpps (~33.6 Cbps)
New Intel® Xeon processor 
(new processor microarchitecture) 
data plane development kit
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24.5 Mpps (16.5 Cbps)
Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5645 6WINDGate® 
EDS (L3 Forwarding)

16 Mpps (10.8 Cbps)
Intel® Xeon® processor 
C5500 Series Enhanced 
L3 Forwarding

5 Mpps (3.4 Cbps)
Intel® Xeon® processor 
Series 5400 Standard 
Forwarding
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